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I. Introduction

Airport growth in the United States was historically facilitated by long-term contracts with
prime concession operators yielding guaranteed revenues, which was considered important to
support the revenue bonds that were critical to the financing of airport expansion. As noted by
Boudreau and Davies (2010/2011), such contracts were successful in guaranteeing concession
revenues to airports, but they also “produced high prices, poor service, and lackluster shops
and restaurants with an unfavorable reputation that has taken years to overcome” (p. 3).

As airline passenger traffic suffered through the post 9/11 chaos, and later the passenger traffic
downturns linked to escalating jet fuel prices and the powerful 2008 recession (see Table 1
below), it became clearer than ever that airports needed to explore alternatives for increasing
their non-aeronautical revenues and take better advantage of the dramatic increases in the
average time spent by passengers in airports linked largely to greatly enhanced security
requirements – at 108 minutes this time was more than double the average time spent in the
last few years of the 20th century.1

Table 1
U.S. Commercial Air Carriers: Total Scheduled U.S. Passenger Traffic

(Historical 2000, 2005-2010 and Forecast 2011-2020)

Revenue Passenger Enplanements (millions)/Revenue Passenger Miles (Billions)

Fiscal Year Domestic International System Domestic International System

2000 641.2 56.4 697.6 512.8 181.8 694.6

2005 669.5 67.4 737.0 573.2 197.2 770.4

2006 668.4 71.6 740.0 582.4 208.5 790.9

2007 690.1 75.3 765.3 600.5 221.2 821.7

2008 680.7 78.3 759.1 594.6 233.8 828.5

2009 630.8 73.6 704.4 548.6 221.3 769.9

2010 (E) 635.3 77.4 712.6 555.8 230.9 786.7

2011 654.0 83.4 737.4 575.2 250.3 825.6

2012 675.0 87.2 762.2 597.7 263.0 860.7

2013 700.3 91.1 791.4 624.0 275.9 899.9

2014 726.2 95.4 821.6 651.2 290.3 941.6

2015 752.5 99.9 852.5 679.1 305.6 984.7

2016 777.3 104.5 881.8 705.7 321.3 1,027.0

2017 800.9 109.3 910.2 731.4 337.5 1,069.0

2018 822.2 114.1 936.3 755.5 354.0 1,109.5

2019 843.5 119.0 962.5 779.6 371.1 1,150.8

2020 866.3 124.2 990.5 805.6 388.9 1,194.5

Source: Forms 41 and 298-C, U.S. Department of Transportation

1
See for example, “Changing Demands and Expectations Offer Opportunity and Revenue for Airports,” Anna

Stanley, AirportBusiness.com (2007).
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And the top airports in the United States, including Atlanta Hartsfield Jackson International
Airport were hardly immune to the weakness or decline in airline passenger travel, although
Atlanta suffered relatively less than many of the other top ten airports and less than the
average, as reflected in Table 2.

Table 2
Top 10 Domestic Airports: Passengers and % Change 2007-2009

Airport # of Passengers
2008

% Change 2007-
2008

# Passengers
2009

% Change 2008-
2009

Atlanta (ATL) 90,039,280 0.7 87,993,451 (2.3)

Chicago (ORD) 69,353,532 (9.0) 64,397,891 (8.8)

Los Angeles (LAX) 59,820,855 (4.3) 56,518,605 (5.5)

Dallas-Fort Worth
(DFW)

57,086,367 (4.5) 56,030,457 (1.9)

Denver (DEN) 51,245,334 2.7 50,167,485 (2.1)

New York (JFK) 47,799,090 0.2 45,912,430 (3.9)

Las Vegas (LAS) 44,074,707 (7.7) 40,460,310 (8.2)

Houston (IAH) 41,703,048 (3.0) 39,993,236 (4.1)

Phoenix (PHX) 39,891,193 (5.4) 37,824,982 (5.2)

San Francisco
(SFO)

37,275,073 4.8 37,366,287 0.2

Average (2.55) (4.18)

Source: Airports Council International: Worldwide Airport Traffic Report; Calendar Years 2008
and 2009.

Even prior to the tumultuous consequences of the financial meltdown and recession of 2008,
the challenge facing airports had become clear. As stated in the Airport Access Newsletter
(March 15, 2003), in an article dramatically entitled “Are You Prepared for the Major
Transformation of the Airport/Airline Industry that is Currently Underway?” the case for urgent
action was made:

“The fact is there’s never been a time in the history of public aviation that the need for
new innovative products, services and approaches to problem solving at all levels was
greater. The need for new technology in security services and products, new revenue
sources, new cost cutting measures, new methods and techniques of providing
customer service in an industry where the customers have been forgotten are too
numerous and truly overwhelming to enumerate.”

Clearly, it is passenger enplanements rather than passenger miles In Table 1, and the number of
total passengers in Table 2 that are vital to the ability of airports to generate concession based
revenues, and try to meet the challenge to public aviation and airports identified In the Airport
Access Newsletter. The airport concession industry generally recognizes three types of retail
concessions and three distinct types of food and beverage concessions, as identified in Table 3.
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Table 3
Types of Concession Businesses

Type of Retail Examples Type of Food and Beverage Examples

Convenience Toiletries; reading
material; film

Fast Food/Quick Services Branded or non-branded

Specialty Souvenirs;
clothing;
electronics

Sit Down /Casual Bar Chiles, TGI Fridays,
Outback, Carrabbas, Max
and Emma

Duty Free International
departures only;
especially outside
the United States

Specialty Coffee Starbucks, Peet’s Coffee,
Seattle’s Best Coffee, or
local versions

Furthermore, it is widely recognized that there are five general types of potential concession
customers milling somewhere throughout airports (more distinctions will be made in Section III
below): (1) domestic; (2) international; (3) “meeters and greeters” focused on arriving
passengers; (4) “well-wishers” focused on departing passengers; and (5) airport and airline
employees.

In order to serve these airport customers, there have been four (4) general types of concession
contracts, and their relative strengths and weaknesses, as well as the particular circumstances
favoring each type, have been much debated among airport observers and stakeholders. Table
4 identifies these contract types.

Table 4
Types of Concession Contracts

Type of Contract Basic Description

Prime or Multiple Prime
Operators; Master

Concessionaire if 1 only

Single firm or > 1 firm is granted the right to operate all of a certain
type of concession. Many airports have a prime operator for food

service and a different prime operator for retail

Developer Model The developer concessionaire makes big investments in
infrastructure and then acts as a manager, leasing out all concession
spaces to independent businesses. Developers do not operate any

concession space.

Standard or Direct
Leasing

Airports lease out each concession space individually to separate
vendors.

Fee or Leased Manager Airports pay a fee to a third party who manages the facility, while
making no investment in the infrastructure (In contrast to

developers).

Notes: While these types of contracts are well-known in the industry, useful discussions about
them can be found in the Airports Council International Concessions Primer, and in “Taking
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Flight: Airport Shopping and Dining: A Retail Evolution is Taking Shape in the Nation’s Airports,”
Mark R. Knight, Research Review, 14(2):37-40, 2009.

Most airports have used either the multiple prime concessionaire or the standard/direct leasing
approaches, including Atlanta Hartsfield Jackson International, which has been home to
Concessions International’s largest airport operation since 1995 (Concessions Paschals, which
continues to be the largest concessionaire at Hartsfield-Jackson).2 The developer model was
first used by the company BAA USA in 1992 at the Pittsburgh International Airport, with the
trademark registered AIRMALL concept. Other locations for either this private developer
concept or some form of a developer model include Boston Logan International Airport,
Baltimore/Washington International Thurgood Marshall Airport, Cleveland Hopkins
International Airport, George Bush International Airport (Terminal E), JFK (Terminals 8 and 9),
LaGuardia (Central Terminal), Miami International (Central Terminal), and Orlando (retail only).3

Jacobs Consultancy has also identified Philadelphia and Newark as using the developer model
(see footnote 2 below).

Airports do indeed differ notably in their earnings (as measured by EBITDA, “earnings before
interest, taxes, depreciation, and amortization”) and their non-aeronautical revenues. L.E.K.
Consulting in its Executive Insights (Volume XI, Issue 12, “U.S. Airports: Increase Your
Performance through a Radical Reconsideration of Your Non-Aeronautical Revenues”) reports
data from airport annual reports, the ARN 2008 Fact Book, and the FAA CATS 127 that
demonstrates both much higher non-aero revenues per total passengers at international in
contrast to U.S. airports, as well as significant differences among the U.S. airports. Figure 1
(below, next page) is an adaptation of L.E.K.’s Figure 1 (p. 2), identifying selected U.S airports
only. The specific locations of the applicable airport codes is very close to that reported by
L.E.K., but may not be exact. Additional information regarding food and beverage and retail
sales per enplanement is provided below in Section IV.

2
Jacobs Consultancy (2008) used a combination of airport management interviews and the Airport Revenue News

Fact Book, 2007 (ARN), to report the following management approaches for the 20 largest U.S. airports, with 11
using more than one approach: Prime concessionaire only: 3 (including ATL); Direct Leasing only: 3; Developer
only: 3; Prime + Direct: 6; Prime + Developer: 1; Prime + Direct + Developer: 4; Master concessionaire only: 0.
3

This listing appears to be agreed upon by both strong proponents of the developer model (e.g., Knight, 2009, who
is the President of BAA USA), and fervent opponents (e.g., Airport Group, Unite Here, whose “5 Things to Know
About Developers” (2008) argues that developers have made false claims supporting strong revenue growth, and
are in fact anti-union, and anti-concession employees, with developer wages and benefits notably below those
earned by workers under the prime operator/concessionaire model; they also argue that airports are subject to
considerable risk under the developer model when individual concession vendors must be replaced). However,
Knight (2009) reports dramatic gains following the introduction of the developer model at Pittsburgh International
Airport (a 406% increase from 1991-2008 in “sales per enplanement; his Table 9-1, p. 39), Boston Logan
International (a 150% increase in sales per enplanement from 1999-2008; Table 9-2, p. 39), and
Baltimore/Washington (a 63% increase in sales per enplanement from 2003-2008), in each case sales growth far in
excess of passenger enplanement growth (or even decline). Further details are provided later in this report.
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Based on the Atlanta Airport’s January 19, 2011 “Concession Opportunities 2012: Food,
Beverage and Retail Industry Day” (held at the Georgia International Convention Center), the
program goals are ambitious:

1. Provide for a best in class customer services
2. Create a “sense of place”
3. Opening day fresh standards
4. Strong revenue growth
5. World class concepts to meet the needs of global, international passengers
6. Strong minority business (ACDBE) participation
7. Innovative concepts
8. Variety of products and services

Figure 1
EBITDA vs. Non-aero revenue per Passenger: FY 2007

EBITDA per passenger (dollars)
12

8 BOS
PIT SFO

DEN
4 ORD

ATL LAX PHX
MDW

0 4 8 12 16
Non-aero revenue per passenger (dollars)

These goals are broadly in line with current consensus opinions as to what airports must do to
sustain concession growth in the coming years, although Atlanta has had a controversial history
regarding its airport concession programs and procedures for awarding contracts.4 For

4 See “Government Common Cause: End Favoritism, Inside Deals and Pay-to-Play at Atlanta Airport,”
Thomas Wheatley, Creative Loafing, June 8, 2011, citing the May 2011 report by Professor Kerwin C.
Swint, “Contracting at Hartsfield Jackson Airport: The Need for Pay-to-Play Reform in Atlanta.” Within
the Creative Loafing piece the contrasting opinion of Atlanta’s mayor is also reported:

“Mayor Kasim Reed today fired back with a statement asserting that campaign-contribution
limits would force candidates who aren't wealthy to focus all their energy on raising cash. He
also said the vendor selection process would be conducted in a ‘fair, honest, ethical and
transparent manner’ and expressed his support for Louis Miller, the current airport general
manager, and Paul Brown, its concessions director. Reed said in a statement: ‘Those who
continue to bring up references to corruption and cronyism should have the character and
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example, a 2009 Arthur D. Little report (Mastering Airport Retail: Roadmap to New Industry
Standards) identifies the following five “key drivers to compensate for the effects of the
downturn for airports:”

 Developing the density of the retail surface to maximize performance (sales per
departing passenger)

 Adapting the offer to reflect the passenger profile

 Using a range of approaches to convert browsers into buyers, and to increase time
spent shopping

 Extending their price advantage over city-center retailers

 Expanding customer target groups to include non-travelers and arrival passengers and
diversifying distribution channels

The other sections of this report provide more detail, documentation and discussion of
important issues relevant to the more effective design and contracting of successful airport
concessions in the current economic, technological and demographic environment.

II. The Demographics of Commercial Airline Travel

In its January 19 presentation to potential concessionaries, the Atlanta Airport provided the
following summary demographic data regarding its passenger base (clearly heavily influenced
by the experience of its primary hub airline, Delta Air Lines), based on a second quarter 2010
AIR Survey:

Atlanta Hartsfield-Jackson International Airport Demographic Summary

 44% male; 56% female
 Average age 40
 Average income $83,700
 Originating passengers: 30%; Transfer passengers: 70%
 Enplaning domestic passengers: 90.2%; International: 9.8%
 Purpose of travel: Business: 48%; Leisure: 52%
 Average free time in the airport: 100 minutes

The 100 average minutes at the airport are reasonably similar to the 108 average minutes cited
earlier (those eight minutes represent 7.4% fewer minutes). But how do these demographics
compare to those reported by other airlines, other airports, and by independent sources?

integrity to back up their allegations, or refrain from smearing the reputations of the dedicated
employees who manage and work at what is arguably the most successful airport in the nation.
It’s time to stop resurrecting the past and instead, focus on the present and the future’.”
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Individual airlines report their passenger profile data differently, but those data for 2005 for
Northwest Airlines, now part of Delta Air Lines (Table 5) and Continental Airlines (Table 6) show
both similarities and notable differences with each other, and with the 2010 Hartsfield data.
The Continental Airlines data are suspect, unless they are intended to represent the
demographics of all of their passengers with income of at least $85,000 per year, although they
are not represented as such and are described as if they are overall “passenger demographics.”

Table 5

Northwest Airlines Passenger Profile Data: 2005
Passenger Demographics:

AGE:

Male / Female 48% / 52%

Age 25-49 60%

Age 35-54 53%

Median Age 43

Average Age 45

EDUCATION:

Bachelor Degree+ 43%

Postgraduate Degree 19%

OCCUPATION:

Professional 17%

Managerial 20%

Executive 20%

HH INCOME:

$75,000-$99,000 16%

$100,000-$149,000 16%

$150,000-$199,000 7%

$200,000+ 9%

Median HHI $72,000

Average HHI $87,500

Source: DMX Inflight / Northwest Airlines 2005

Table 6
Continental Airlines Passenger Demographics: 2005

Category Result

Median Household Income $143,032

Household Income > $250,000 15%

Household Income $150,000-$249,000 31%

Household Income $100,000 - $149,999 37%

Household Income $85,000 - $99,999 17%

Total Household Asset Value $2,034,475

Own Primary Residence 96%

Male 57%

Female 43%

Married 88%

Single 6%
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College or Post-Grad 60%

Managerial Professional 65%

Median Age 46

Source: 2005 Continental Airlines enplanement data, as reported by In-Flight Media Associates,
Inc. at www.in-flightmedia.com.

A very useful source of data on passenger demographics allows for a comparison across
airports within the same region (New York City) and in back-to-back years to determine the
stability of various characteristics over short time periods. Therefore, Table 7 borrows from the
2008 and 2009 “Airport Traffic Report” of The Port Authority of New York and New Jersey,
which covers the three major airports of JFK, Newark Liberty (EWR) and LaGuardia (LGA), as
well as the less important Stewart and Teterboro airports and the Downtown Manhattan
Heliport. These data are also useful because of the much more detailed income and age
breakdowns than are generally found in passenger demographics data. The data are derived
from the Port Authority annual spring “Terminal-By-Terminal Customer Satisfaction Study.”

Table 7
New York Regional Airport Passenger Demographics for 2008 and 2009

Category JFK 2008 JFK 2009 LGA 2008 LGA 2009 EWR 2008 EWR 2009

Male 47.7% 53.0% 47.4% 45.3% 54.0% 49.1%

Female 52.3% 47.0% 52.6% 54.7% 46.0% 50.9%

18-24 25.8% 18.1% 16.5% 18.4% 14.9% 18.6%

25-34 29.7% 27.0% 24.1% 32.1% 23.1% 27.9%

35-44 18.4% 24.9% 21.1% 21.7% 21.0% 20.7%

45-54 13.7% 16.7% 18.1% 16.2% 20.4% 16.6%

55-64 8.9% 9.3% 15.0% 9.2% 14.0% 12.1%

65-74 2.6% 3.2% 4.1% 1.9% 5.2% 3.5%

75 + 0.9% 0.9% 1.2% 0.4% 1.3% 0.6%

Mean age 35.9 38.3 40.5 36.9 41.4 38.6

< $25,000 14.5% 13.3% 7.7% 12.8% 9.0% 12.4%

$25 - $29.999 K 3.8% 4.2% 3.5% 2.9% 2.6% 4.9%

$30 - $39.999 K 6.2% 6.7% 5.5% 5.3% 3.9% 4.5%

$40 - $49.999 K 6.9% 8.1% 5.7% 5.8% 6.8% 8.7%

$50 - $59.999 K 7.3% 9.7% 5.8% 8.6% 5.6% 5.9%

$60 - $69.999 K 6.9% 7.9% 4.9% 6.6% 5.1% 5.8%

$70 - $79.999 K 5.7% 6.6% 6.6% 6.5% 6.4% 6.7%

$80 - $89.999 K 6.6% 5.4% 6.9% 5.6% 6.1% 6.6%

$90 - $99.999 K 4.2% 4.8% 6.1% 6.4% 6.3% 6.1%

$100 – $124.999 K 11.0% 10.1% 13.5% 10.8% 12.9% 12.0%

$125-$149.999 K 7.1% 6.0% 6.5% 7.3% 7.4% 7.7%

$150 – $174.999 K 4.4% 4.2% 6.6% 5.2% 7.2% 4.0%

$175 - $1999.999 K 4.5% 3.0% 4.3% 3.9% 5.6% 3.3%
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$200 - $249.999 K 3.7% 3.5% 4.0% 3.9% 5.5% 3.3%

$250 - $299.999 K 2.2% 1.8% 3.3% 2.3% 2.3% 2.6%

> $ =300,000 5.1% 4.9% 9.0% 6.0% 7.2% 5.3%

Mean Income $97,600 $92,600 $117,600 $102,800 $115,900 $99,400

The data in Table 7 reveals somewhat surprising variations in passenger demographics both
across major airports within the same region, and even over a two-year period with both years
characterized by overall economic hardship (although the most dramatic effects of the 2008
financial/economic meltdown were felt throughout the entire year 2009, as well as the fourth
quarter of 2008). Even the gender composition at JFK, for example, shows notable change
between 2008 and 2009, virtually reversing the gender composition (although within relatively
narrow bounds). Newark also displayed gender variability, while LaGuardia remained relatively
stable. The mean age was also surprisingly variable across that two-year period, rising at JFK
and falling at LaGuardia and Newark. But it was not a surprise, given the overall macro-
economy, that mean income fell at all airports, although the magnitude and variability was not
as predictable (about 5% at JFK, 12% at LaGuardia, and 14% at Newark). Also, given the strong
emphasis that airlines themselves put upon their higher income customers, it is useful to
recognize that about 13% (overall) of the departure passengers at these New York City airports
had incomes less than $25,000 (and that percentage rose in 2009 compared to 2008 in two of
them, and fell only slightly in the other, JFK).

But despite the more detailed and informative data provided in Table 7, the overall message
about airport passenger demographics is not changed: such passengers are relatively well-off
economically, with higher than average educations overall, In age ranges prone to significant
discretionary spending, and with increasing time on their hands in airports.

In flight-media.com is also an interesting source of current data for its three current airline
customers, for whom it provides the in flight programming: Delta Air Lines, American Airlines
and Virgin America. These data are confirming of the overall “high powered” demographics of
airport passengers, despite the fact that the general trend over many years of commercial air
travel has been toward a “democratization” of such travel, with ever increasing percentages of
the population at least flying periodically. However, this data source provides very different
data for those three airlines since those data were supplied by the airlines themselves from
differing underlying sources. For example, for American Airlines, it indicates only that 57% of its
“viewers” are male and 43% female, the median age is 45, and that 59% have household
income above $100,000. For Virgin America, citing the data source as Scarborough Research,
we are told that 52% are male, 66% are age 18-49, 54% are college-educated, and the median
income is $71,400. In flight-media.com also provides Arbitron data regarding some overall
“audience” characteristics.

Summary Characteristics of Airline Travelers (Arbitron data)

o Airline travelers are 80% more likely to have an annual household income of $100,000
or more.
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o Frequent flyers are over three times as likely to live in $100,000+ households.
o Airline travelers are sophisticated shoppers and are more likely to have a propensity for

designer clothes, luxury cars and cutting-edge personal digital devices.
o Airline travelers are avid moviegoers and are more likely to have seen a movie recently

or to be avid DVD collectors. -
o Airline travelers spend less time with television, and twice as many Americans fly as

read Time or Newsweek magazines.

By far the most detailed data currently reported by In-flight media.com were provided directly
by Delta Air Lines, and given the importance of Delta to Hartsfield-Jackson International Airport,
those results are reported in Table 8. Perhaps the most notable results revealed in Table 7 are
(1) there is indeed something odd about the Table 6 results reported for Continental Airlines for
2005, since not only are the income demographics excessively skewed toward high income
households, but even the percentage married seems far too high compared to other airline
data sources, and the known demographics within the United States; (2) the percentage of
Delta Air Lines flyers holding a valid passport (78%) is remarkably high given the well-
documented relative dearth of passport holders within the American population; and (3) the
percentage of frequent flyers seems suspiciously low (48%), given the other results reported in
that table (e.g., see Table 9 below, where that figure is 95%, with 46% being members of four or
more programs).

Table 8
Delta Air Lines Passenger Profile Data

Category Results

Male 53%

Female 47%

Age 18-49 67%

Age 25-54 70%

Age 35-49 37%

Married 66%

Single 35%

College Educated 78%

Graduate School + 47%

Post Graduate Degree 16%

Employed full-time 71%

Professional/Managerial 43%

Top Management 12%

Household Income $75,000 + 61%

Household Income $100,000 + 46%

20 + Nights in a Hotel per year 53%

Frequent Flyer Members 48%

Own a Valid Passport 78%

7 + Car Rental Days per year 29%
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The website Frequentflier.com (http://www.frequentflier.com/demographics.htm), which
represents itself as the “Internet’s premier site for frequent flyer program information and
advice,” is another very useful source of airline passenger data and provides the following
current information about its readers.

Table 9
Reader Profile and Demographics:

All Frequent Flyers for All Airlines: Current

1) PROFILE

Prosperous, Well-Educated Adults

 72% graduated college; 31% have graduate degrees.
 66% have household incomes in excess of $50,000, and 32% make more than $100,000.
 98% are 25 years or older; 61% are over 45.

Heavy Internet Users Who Research & Buy Travel Online

 53% spend 11+ hours/week online.
 91% research airline flights and 77% book flights online.
 82% research hotels and 70% book rooms online.
 65% research car rentals and 59% book cars online.
 72% are "Likely" or "Very Likely" to purchase travel online in the next 6 months.

Frequent Travelers, for Business & Pleasure

 Classic frequent-traveler demographic skews somewhat male (56% versus 44% female).
 77% traveled 3 or more times during the past 12 months; 25% logged 10+ trips.
 95% participate in airline frequent flyer programs; 46% are members of 4 or more

programs.

2) DEMOGRAPHICS

AGE

18-24 2%

25-34 15%

35-44 22%

45-54 30%

55-64 21%

65+ 10%

GENDER

Male 56%

Female 44%

EDUCATION

Some College 21%

College Grad 31%

Some Post-Grad 10%
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Post-Grad Degree 31%

HOUSEHOLD INCOME

Under $20K 3%

$20K-$35K 6%

$35K-$50K 10%

$50K-$75K 18%

$75K-$100K 16%

$100K+ 32%

OCCUPATION

Sr. Management 12%

Other Management 11%

Professional 27%

Technical 8%

Sales 8%

Admin 5%

Retired 16%

WEEKLY INTERNET USE

1-2 Hours 4%

3-5 Hours 16%

6-10 Hours 26%

11-20 Hours 25%

20+ Hours 28%

TRIPS DURING PAST 12 MONTHS

1-2 20%

3-5 38%

6-10 14%

10+ 25%

BUSINESS VERSUS LEISURE TRAVEL BREAKDOWN

100% Business 3%

75% Business/25% Leisure 26%

50% Business/50% Leisure 17%

25% Business/75% Leisure 17%

100% Leisure 37%

USE OF THE INTERNET

Research travel destinations 88%

Research airline flights/fares 91%

Research hotel accommodations/prices 82%

Research car rental availability/rates 65%

Book airline tickets online 77%

Book hotel rooms online 70%

Book rental cars online 59%

AIRLINE FREQUENT FLYER PROGRAM PARTICIPATION

None 5%

1-3 Programs 50%

4-6 Programs 34%

7-9 Programs 8%
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10 or More 3%

The passenger demographics from different sources, different airlines, airports and time
periods described in this section contain both comforting confirmation of basic characteristics,
as well as some surprising variations. Other trends, such as the ongoing increase in the average
weight of passengers, are not revealed in such data, although it is well-recognized and
increasingly discussed. And the seemingly never abating increase in the use of social media of
increasing varieties within the general population, and among airport clients and airline
passengers, is an important technological development that is discussed in more detail in the
next section.

III. Buying Habits of Airport Visitors

In the introductory section five general (and fairly obvious) types of potential concession
customers were identified based on their primary reason for being in an airport: (1) domestic;
(2) international; (3) “meeters and greeters” focused on arriving passengers; (4) “well-wishers”
focused on departing passengers; and (5) airport and airline employee. However, this
categorization provides no useful information on the buying habits of such airport visitors. To
clarify those buying habits, survey/questionnaire methods are required, sometimes
supplemented in academic research by further statistical analysis. Such academic research has
also attempted to develop other typologies of airport shoppers.

In Section II, the Port Authority of New York and New Jersey “Terminal-By-Terminal Customer
Satisfaction Study” provided useful data regarding demographic characteristics of airline
passengers and how such characteristics vary across New York regional airports and over a
short two-year period. Airline passengers represent two of the five potential airport concession
customers above, and with the exception of airline/airport employees, the customers likely to
spend the most time within airports. That same data source also provides important
information about the buying habits of such passengers, including vital information regarding
where within the airport most purchases are made, the average “dwell” times for both local
originating-destination (O-D) versus connecting passengers, the motivations for retail purchases
compared to food and beverage (F/B) purchases, and the types of mobile communication
devices utilized by such passengers. As further discussed in the Section IV, developing effective
strategies for communicating with customers via such mobile devices is widely recognized as
critical for the future of airport concessions. Table 10 replicates the format of Table 7,
reporting such findings for the three major New York regional airports for both 2008 and 2009.
A few new categories were introduced in 2009.

Table 10
New York Airports Departing Passenger Buying and Related Habits for 2008 and 2009

Category JFK 2008 JFK 2009 LGA 2008 LGA 2009 EWR 2008 EWR 2009

Check in: main
counter

49.1% 52.4% 30.6% 38.0% 46.6% 45.7%
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Self-check in at
kiosk

33.4% 25.2% 44.1% 39.7% 20.7% 27.7%

Printed boarding
pass at home

10.6% 17.4% 14.8% 14.2% 24.5% 19.8%

Curbside checking 5.5% 4.2% 10.4% 7.5% 7.5% 4.5%

Check in airport
lounge

1.4% 0.5% 0.1% 0.0% 0.8% 0.2%

Download board-
pass via cell phone

NA 0.3% NA 0.7% NA 2.2%

Avg. dwell time 0-D 127 mins. 115 mins. 106 mins. 100 mins. 116 mins. 120 mins.

Avg. dwell time
connecting

203 mins. 186 mins. 115 mins. 138 mins. 177 mins. 201 mins.

Accompanied by
well-wisher

NA 10.1% NA 8.6% NA 8.9%

Bought F/B pre-
security

12.3% 8.1% 9.7% 7.6% 10.0% 10.0%

Bought F/B post-
security

60.1% 58.3% 55.7% 49.5% 58.4% 60.4%

Impromptu F/B
purchase

46.2% 49.2% 41.4% 42.8% 46.7% 47.1%

Planned in advance
F/B purchase

39.0% 34.1% 40.1% 36.6% 41.2% 34.9%

Bought F/B to
consumer on plane

20.4% 16.0% 21.6% 19.5% 14.1% 12.6%

Avg. $ spent on F/B $15.46 $16.77 $11.02 $12.19 $10.71 $15.52

Bought retail pre-
security

5.2% 2.5% 5.0% 2.6% 3.8% 3.0%

Bought retail post-
security

19.8% 19.3% 17.5% 14.5% 16.7% 16.2%

Impromptu retail
purchase

46.5% 54.5% 47.7% 46.6% 41.6% 43.0%

Planned in advance
retail purchase

37.8% 25.2% 36.5% 30.3% 39.4% 28.7%

Bought retail due to
forgot to pack

7.7% 6.8% 2.8% 4.6% 7.7% 9.1%

Avg. $ spent retail $32.75 $34.70 $17.31 $16.83 $23.80 $33.84

Avg. travel party
size

2.5 2.3 1.8 1.9 2.2 2.1

Kids < 10 in party 6% 10% 4% 6% 7% 6%

Carrying Wifi
enabled laptop

27.8% 27.0% 26.8% 24.7% 32.2% 22.8%

Carrying handheld
PDA device

NA 35.1% NA 36.3% NA 28.0%
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Tweetered or
tweeted at gate

NA 6.7% NA 8.9% NA 4.6%

Requested special
assistance

2.9% 3.2% 1.7% 1.1% 3.4% 2.2%

Visited restroom NA 75.0% NA 49.2% NA 73.0%

NA = not available

There results reveal the following important features of departing passenger airport buying
behavior that are unlikely to be in any way unique to New York area major airports:

 Average “dwell” times within the airport for originating passengers awaiting
departure vary somewhat, bur are now clearly in excess of 100 minutes (1.67
hours), and can easily equal or slightly exceed 2.0 hours, especially in airports
with significant international departures.

 Average dwell times for connecting passengers are considerably higher, and can
easily exceed 3.0 hours, although somewhat lower for airports like LaGuardia
focusing on domestic travel. Since Atlanta Hartsfield-Jackson International
airport has a very high proportion of connecting passengers (70%; see p. 7
above), and a not insignificant volume of international passengers (almost 10%
in an airport with the highest number of passengers of any airport in the United
States; see Table 2), airport concessions are an especially lucrative potential
source of revenues in Atlanta.

 Unsurprisingly, those airports with higher dwell times tend to have higher
percentages of passengers making food and beverage purchases. For example,
LaGuardia has the shortest average dwell times and also the lowest percentage
of departing passengers making any food and beverage purchases (61.25% over
the two-year period compared to 69.8% at JFK, and 69.4% at Newark
International).

 The relationship between dwell times and retail purchases is more complex, with
a two-year average of 19.80% making such purchases at LaGuardia, nearly
identical to the 19.85% at Newark, although that percentage was notably higher
at JFK, 23.4%. In any case, as expected, F/B purchases are as much as 3 times
more likely than retail purchases to be made by airport customers, although as
also expected, the average amount spent in retail purchases is as much as twice
that of average F/B purchases.

 Post-security airport shopping is notably higher than pre-security shopping, and
by and large airport purchases are made in an impromptu manner rather than
being planned or otherwise motivated.

 The prevalence of mobile communication devices is high and clearly shifting
toward handheld devices, with about 60% of all departing passengers being
connected in some way in 2009, confirming observations made in the following
section regarding the strategic importance of airport retailers to develop an
approach to communicating with those potential customers,.
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The detailed Arbitron surveys generally confirm and expand upon such findings. Their 2007
report highlights the following conclusions:

 Nearly 50% of American adults are exposed to airport media each year.
 While frequent flyers constitute about one-fourth of all airline travelers, they

account for over 70% of all trips taken and a majority of all airport media
“impressions.”

 Going beyond the measure of average number of dwell time minutes, 65% of
airline travelers spend more than 30 minutes in the airport terminal after
passing through security, with almost one-third spending longer than an hour
waiting to board their flight.

 Airline travelers are especially heavy users of on-line access compared to time
spent watching television, spending 18% less time per watching TV compared to
the average American 18 years and older, with frequent flyers spending 24%
less time watching TV.

 Seventeen percent (17%) of frequent flyers self-identify as “early adopters” of
new goods and services, compared to only 9% of all Americans who apply that
term to themselves.

 Further confirming and elaborating upon the Port Authority NY/NJ data
regarding the use of cutting edge mobile technologies, frequent flyers are 2.5
times more likely than the average consumer to own a “portable wireless hand-
held device,” and are 71% more likely to use a digital video recorder such as
TiVo, 74% more likely to use a portable audio player (e.g., iPod), and 31% more
likely to own a combined digital audio/video player.

The earlier 2004 Arbitron airport advertising study included a number of additional insights into
the shopping behavior of airline travelers.

 Airline travelers have a greater propensity than the average American consumer to buy
designer clothes and luxury cars, as well as personal digital devices, and to regularly see
movies, and they shop on-line and spend more than average consumers. Of course, this
behavior is highly correlated with the Section II demographic data indicating that airline
travelers, especially frequent flyers, have relatively high incomes and educations,.

 While there are sometimes perceptions that airline travel is highly seasonal (and there
are indeed modest peaks from November to January), passenger traffic is relatively
stable month by month.

 Given that airport waiting (dwell) periods have been rising, it is noteworthy that while
waiting travelers read airport advertising, with 72% of travelers who recall noticing such
ads actually taking the time to read them, and an even higher 82% of frequent flyers
who notice such ads taking time to read them.

 Because about 11% of all Americans fly during an average month, but 21% fly at least
once during an average three-month period, longer running ads will be about twice as
effective in reaching the flying public as short-term one-month ads.
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Other Airport Shopping Typologies

Geuens, Vantomme and Brengman (2004) attempt to further clarify the shopping motivations
of airport visitors so as to further isolate potentially unique features of the airport environment.
They essentially attempt to test the hypothesis that airport shopping will exhibit both standard
motivations for domestic shopping (“functional, social, and experiential”) as well as unique
travel dominated motivations (“contrast day-to-day routine,” “be out-of-place,” reduce
boredom during long waiting times, souvenir buying, and in international settings, unload
excess foreign currency; see p. 617). Some unique issues related to the role of brand names are
addressed in the following section.

The attempt to categorize shoppers is hardly new, and Geuens et al. identify some standard
shopping types form the marketing academic literature and their own previous research (p.
618):

o Convenience shoppers having limited time and no particular interest in social interaction
or novel experiences (“experiential interest)”.

o Low price shoppers having a lot of time and also no social/experiential interest
o Social shoppers with limited time but social interest
o Intense social shoppers with much more time and also social, but no experiential

interest.
o Experiential shoppers, with limited time but high experiential interest.
o Recreational shoppers who are experiential shoppers but with a lot of available time.

Recognizing that airports also attract some unique types of potential shoppers (as noted above,
airline passengers and those dropping off or greeting them, as well as airline/airport
employees, plus the occasional business meeting attendees attending meetings conveniently
scheduled at airports), Sulzmaier (2001) is cited (p. 618) as having developed the following four
“core” airport shopping segments based on their “motivational structures.” Those four types
are:

1) Strollers and half-day trippers, motivated by “the international flair, the exciting
atmosphere and the variety of offerings” at airports.

2) Leisure interested employees, amusement seekers and airline crew members
staying overnight, whose primary concern is extended operating hours, both
early in the morning and late into the evening.

3) Employees during their working hours interested in customized
products/services.

4) Local residents who are convenience shoppers, and persons picking up
passengers (called “pragmatics”), who have relatively low expectations and are
hence “easy to serve.”

Having provided these background observations, Geuens et al. (2004) generate unique data
from written questionnaires distributed at the Brussels airport among departing Belgian
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travelers with sample characteristics of 42% holiday travelers, 50% business travelers, and 8%
traveling for both reasons, 29% between ages 20-30, 55.5% aged 31-50, and 15.5% older than
50; 37.4% female and 62.6% male. While it is unclear if this particular non-American sample is
sufficiently reflective of North American attitudes, some unusual questions were included that
would appear important to current discussions regarding airport design and modernization. For
example, they inquire as to whether “airports resembling shopping malls is disturbing,”
whether they would prefer bigger shops that require less search time, and whether “shops at
the airport should be centralized vs. shops should be near to a departure gate” (p 621, Table 3).
They distinguish among “mood” shoppers, who were identified by scoring high on “airport
atmosphere” related motivations, moderately on experiential motivations, and being slightly
negative regarding airport infrastructure and functional motivations; “apathetic” or indifferent
shoppers (see p. 620), who score low on all dimensions of the shopping experience, and
shopping “lovers,” who score high across all dimensions, including the airport-infrastructure,
experiential, and functional motivational dimensions (see p. 620). The results of this study
generate some potentially useful information regarding marketing strategies for airport shop
owners:

1. Mood shoppers are largely male, impulsive shoppers who prefer centralized shops, and
are generally motivated to shop by boredom or by especially attractive airport
atmospheres.

2. Apathetic shoppers are also largely male, but surprisingly seem more likely to pre-plan
their purchases.

3. Perhaps predictably, shopping lovers are primarily female, but they have other
attributes that are hardly obvious. They prefer one large shop to many smaller shops,
have only a slight preference for shops located near departure gates, and are more
likely to buy on impulse than pre-plan purchases.

4. The role of gender appears to be the key determining factor in distinguishing shopping
motivations and behaviors, inasmuch as there was no statistically significant difference
across the shopping types regarding age and travel frequency, nor was there any
statistically significant difference between businessperson and tourists, an especially
unexpected result given the general presumption that those two groups experience
airport shopping in quite different ways. This also suggests that airports should not
necessarily try to position stores based on business vs. tourist type travelers.

5. Because there is very limited “functional” shopping (in stark contrast to standard
shopping away from airports), airports should recognize that experiential, travel-related
and atmospheric factors are much more important in stimulating passengers to make
purchases.

6. For both airport shop owners and airport managements, the primary attractive target
shopper is clearly the shopping lover, and they seem to prefer larger stores where there
is a greater variety, as well as a modest preference for shops located near gates.
However, despite the roughly 40% of passengers who actively dislike shopping, mood
and impulse buyers can be induced to make purchases by out of the ordinary
experiences, unique environments, and products that give a flair to particular holiday
travelers or to particular geographic locations. While the Belgian experience also
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suggested that the prevalence of multi-lingual shop communications and foreign
exchange capabilities was important, those are much less likely to be factors in most
U.S. airports, including Atlanta (see p. 622).

IV. Non-aeronautical Airport Revenues: Additional Marketing Issues and Strategies

Overview

This section expands upon some of the themes identified in Section III regarding the behavior of
airport shoppers, but focuses more attention on specific marketing strategies, including a
discussion of the developer approach to airport concession contracts, whose proponents of
concepts such as the AIRMALL brand of concessionaire structure have argued that this model
has been capable of dramatically increasing per passenger airport spending. A related issue is
the development of the proper mix of nationally recognized brands versus more locally unique
shops and product offerings. An expanded discussion of the implications of the dramatic
increase in mobile communications capabilities, as well as technological improvements that can
affect food and retail strategies is also provided.

The Developer Model and the Airport Mall

The developer model was introduced above in Table 4 (see also p. 5 and footnotes 2 and 3), but
this model of organizing airport concessions deserves additional discussion because of its
increasing, although still limited prominence and the controversy that has erupted regarding its
success. The developer concessionaire makes big investments in infrastructure and then acts as
a manager, leasing out all concession spaces to independent businesses. Developers do not
directly operate any concession space.

This model of airport concession privatization has important implications for airports, which in
the United States are most typically public non-profit organizations, operated directly by local
governments or authorities created by such governments. This is the case with Atlanta
Hartsfield-Jackson International Airport, which is owned and operated by the City of Atlanta
(Department of Aviation). Therefore, local taxpayers have clear interests in how major
American airports are operated, as do the private for-profit commercial airlines whose
operations serve as the core activity of such facilities, and who clearly exert significant influence
over important airport decisions (especially if they have hub operations at any particular
airport). But concession facility developer entrepreneurs, business owners hoping to land
airport contracts, and workers employed by the airlines and by the food and beverage, retail
and catering concession operators are also clear stakeholders, whose own interests may or may
not always coincide with those of the public entities and taxpayers owning the airports.

So it is no surprise that the two major protagonists regarding the airport concession developer
model are those with potentially conflicting interests in the success of that model. “Unite
Here” claims to represent 30,000 food, beverage, retail and catering workers at North American
airports, and that labor union clearly perceives a threat to its own interests from any shift to
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greater privatization at such airports, including in the development and operation of non-
aeronautical revenue sources linked to airport concessions. Its call for “labor harmony” (as
stated in its policy pronouncements) can be interpreted both as a call for the effective delivery
of airport services that will directly benefit airports and the traveling public, but also as a self-
interested effort to protect jobs, wage rates and fringe benefits. Therefore, while the Airport
Group (the research arm of Unite Here) findings that are discussed below is worthy of
evaluation on its merits, it is clearly a non-neutral source of such empirical evidence. Similarly,
the primary innovator and promoter of the private developer model, BAA USA and its
subsidiaries, including “Airmall USA” is also non-neutral in its efforts to promote this approach.
It is hardly surprising that it would perceive attacks upon it by the Airport Group to be
“disingenuous and misleading” (see Lumley, 2011). Yet, a lot can be learned by reviewing the
claims made by both sides to this debate, especially when one focuses on which claims are
rebutted as false in contrast to just being an incomplete part of the fuller story. And there is
little doubt that both organizations are in possession of critical data that must constitute any
serious effort to evaluate different airport concession models.

As described by the president of BAA USA, Mark R. Knight (the key pioneer for the developer
approach), that model includes the following features (see, Knight, 2009, p. 37):

 A combination of national and international brands “that people recognize and
trust”

 Regional/local brands that “inject local flavor” as well as providing business
opportunities to local entrepreneurs and “connect the airport to the local
community”

 A core belief that more competition is good for both airport merchants and
airline passengers

 Prices that reflect local mall pricing rather than being perceived by airport
visitors as reflecting monopoly power linked to serving customers with few
alternatives while required to be in an airport. This is reflected in the slogan:
“Regular Mall Prices… Guaranteed,” as reflected in the AIRMALL® concept first
introduced at the Pittsburgh International Airport in 1992.

The specific AIRMALL registered concept as developed by BAA USA currently exists at only a
limited number of American airports (in addition to Pittsburgh, those are
Baltimore/Washington, Boston Logan, Terminals B and E, and Cleveland Hopkins). However,
other airports considering concession redevelopment are potential candidates for the
developer approach, including Los Angeles, Chicago O’Hare, Fort Lauderdale, Seattle Tacoma,
Minneapolis, and Detroit (see Lumley, 2011). As discussed in footnote 2 (and page 5), critics
have argued that the developer model generates especially bad results for workers employed in
airport concessions, subjects airports to excessive risk linked to concessionaire turnover, and
generates less rent per passenger to airports than other airport concession models.
Meanwhile, proponents cite the ability of the developer model to generate significantly higher
sales per enplanement even in the face of lagging total enplanement, and that it has
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revolutionized peoples’ perceptions of airport retail and dining. Because this debate has
recently heated up considerably, it is worthy of additional documentation.

Tables 11, 12 and 13 replicate Tables 9-1, 9-2 and 9-3 from Knight (2009), in which the
president of BAA USA attempts to document the ability of its more “pro-active, customer-
driven and competitive concessions model” to turn around the concession business at modern
airports (p. 39). Knight never clarifies the distinction between “sales” and “revenue,” a glaring
omission that should never be allowed to appear in a published article. The word “net” is
inserted before “revenue” inasmuch as the most likely distinction is that “costs of goods sold”
(and possibly some other operating expenses) are subtracted from sales to generate those
revenue figures. The later discussion surrounding Table 14 (below) focuses on actual rent per
enplaned passenger, and rent as a percentage of sales actually paid to airports, measures not
addressed by Knight (2009).

Table 11
Pittsburgh International Airport AIRMALL Data

Year 19__ or
20__ /

Category

‘91 ‘93 ‘95 ‘97 ‘99 ‘01 ‘03 ‘05 ‘07 ‘08 %
change
91-08

Enplanement
(millions of
passengers)

8.3 9.2 10 10.4 9.4 10 7.1 5.2 4.9 4.4 - 47%

$ Sales /
enplanement

2.69 5.77 6.58 7.38 9.02 9.03 10.3 12.48 13.55 13.6 406%

$ Net
Revenue per
enplanement

0.47 0.94 1.02 1.13 1.46 1.48 1.82 2.03 2.18 2.23 374%

Notes: 1991 was the final year under the previous master concessionaire contract; 2001 was
the last year that U.S. Airways used Pittsburgh as a hub airport.

Table 12
Boston Logan International Airport AIRMALL Data

Year /
Category

1999 2002 2003 2004 2005 2006 2007 2008 % change
99-08

Enplanement
(millions of
passengers)

7.4 7.4 7.5 8.9 8.3 7.2 7.6 6.58 - 11%

$ Sales /
enplanement

4.87 5.94 6.3 7.03 8.13 9.19 9.85 12.17 150%

$ Net
Revenue per
enplanement

0.69 0.93 1.1 1.23 1.47 1.66 1.81 1.99 188%
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Notes: 1999 was the final year under the previous master concessionaire contract.

Table 13
Baltimore-Washington Thurgood Marshall Airport AIRMALL Data

Year / Category 2003 2004 2005 2006 2007 2008 % change 03-08

Enplanement
(millions of
passengers)

9.9 10.1 9.9 10.4 10.5 10.2 3.00%

$ Sales /
enplanement

5.47 5.77 6.25 6.81 7.86 8.91 63%

$ Net Revenue per
enplanement

0.65 1.08 1.12 1.16 1.33 1.46 125%

Notes: 2003 was the last full year of the master concessionaire model prior to BAA beginning
its program. Through 2006, that program was only about 50% completed, and 2007 marks the
pivotal year for the opening of many retail and restaurant units.

In response to published reports by the Airport Group (the policy and research arm of the
airport concession workers union “Unite Here”) that claim the developer model is actually
having negative effects on North American airports due to lower rents paid to airports
compared to peer airports using different concession management models (see below, this
section), Mr. Knight (on behalf of Airmall USA and BAA USA), further clarified and extended the
data reported in Tables 11, 12 and 13. As reported by Davitt (2011) of the Moodie Report,
Knight made the following points:

 After inheriting a master concessionaire’s model at Pittsburgh in 1992, 2010
data reveal that sales per enplanement have risen from $2.69 to $13.45 (400%),
net revenue per enplanement has risen from $0.47 to $2.15 (149%), and total
rent revenue generated by the property increased from $3.9 million to $8.8
million (126%). Despite challenges to passenger traffic at that airport (perceived
by many to have been “dramatic”), the concession program at Pittsburgh
International Airport remains “the gold standard for airport concessions since its
inception.”

 Following the Airmall USA introduction of this model in terminals B and E at
Boston Logan International Airport in 1999, 2010 data indicate an increase in
sales per passenger from $4.87 to $12.15 (149%), an increase in net revenue per
enplanement from $0.69 to $2.15 (211%), and an increase in total rent revenue
to airports from $5.1 million to $13.5 million (165%). Airmall USA also
completed a two-year $33 million concessions development project in 2008 that
turned part of the roof of a terminal into an addition of almost 20 new shops
and restaurants.

 The experience at the company’s largest project, the Baltimore-Washington
International Thurgood Marshall Airport, has also been very positive since its
inception in 2003 following the final year of the previous master concessionaire
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contract. Based again on 2010 data, sales per enplanement increased from
$5.47 to $8.81 (61%), net revenue per enplanement has risen from $0.65 to
$1.41 (117%), and airport rent revenue has increased from $6.4 million to $15.5
million (142%). Concession jobs have increased from 500 to almost 1,500.

 The newest project is at Cleveland Hopkins International Airport, completed only
in 2010 after beginning the transformation in 2008 from a master concessionaire
model. Since 2008, the results are: sales per passenger increased from $5.59 to
$7.28 (30%); net revenue per passenger rose from $0.35 to $0.92 (163%); and
airport rent revenue increased from $1.8 million to $4.7 million (161%). The
number of local operators has also nearly doubled, while also more than tripling
the Airport Concessions Disadvantaged Business Enterprise (ACDBE) program.
Direct investment by Airmall USA into Hopkins was $8.4 million to physically
transform the concessions areas.

Mr. Knight’s evidence regarding the latest project in Cleveland seems to be confirmed by local
newspapers, although clearly some of the cited data were themselves provided by Mr. Knight’s
company. Livingston (2010) reported in the Cleveland Plain Dealer that travelers seem to have
greeted with considerable enthusiasm the changes that began in 2008 leading up to the official
“grand opening” of the new Airmall on July 26, 2010, quoting individual travelers who no longer
“wrinkle [their] nose” at changing planes in Cleveland. Noting that before BAA Cleveland (a
subsidiary of BAA USA) took over concessions at Hopkins, “one company owned and operated
nearly all the concessions,” but that BAA has created more of a shopping mall atmosphere,
“recruiting a wide range of locally and nationally known stores, restaurants and brands that
compete for customers and charge regular mall prices so that travelers aren’t hit with airport
sticker shock.” Livingston noted that Hopkins had previously had a “dowdy look and stale retail
operations that in some cases were located in areas that saw the least number of passengers.”

Livingston (2011) also provides helpful further comparisons regarding the pre vs. post-2008
situation regarding concessions at Hopkins International, which are transformed into Table 13.

Table 14
Cleveland Hopkins International Airport: Before and After 2008

Categories Area square
feet

# Restaurants
and Store
locations

# of Workers Per Passenger
Spending

# Passengers

Before (2008) 40,000 40 343 $5.59 11,106,196

Now (2010) 62,500 47 772 $8.77 9,715,604 *

Projected
(end of 2011)

76,000 55 Unknown $10.00 4,621,235 **

* For 2009; ** as of June 2010

In the face of this seemingly very positive evidence of success for the developer model at these
airports (see the next section for awards earned by both developer and non-developer model
restaurants), what problems were identified its Airport Group critics that generated such a
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vigorous defense by Mr. Knight and BAA USA? In addition to the argument that earnings and
fringe benefits are lower for developer (BAA, USA) concession workers than for non-developer
model workers5, the evidence of importance for airports is that actual airport rent per enplaned
passenger paid at developer model airports lags behind the rent per enplaned passenger paid
at major non-developer airports. This is essentially an argument that focuses on cross-section
data comparing concession developer and non-developer airports, in contrast to the BAA, USA
(AirMall USA) evidence focused on time-series data showing improvements in sales and net
revenue after the developer model is substituted for the master concessionaire model. Table
15 (derived but expanded upon from Tibrewal, 2011a; Airport Group) documents this evidence.

Table 15
Cross-Section Evidence re: Rents paid to Airports

AirMall Developer1 vs. Non-Developer Airports (NDA)2

Developer Model
Airport (AirMall)

% Rent/Sales Rent/Enplaned
Passenger

% Rent/Sales
compared to
15% average
at NDA

Rent per Enplaned
Passenger
compared to $1.33
average at NDA

Baltimore-Washington 11.6%3 $1.00 - 3.4% - $ 0.33

Boston Logan 10.4% $1.27 - 4.6% - $ 0.06

Pittsburgh 10.1% $1.39 - 4.9% + $ 0.06

Cleveland 9.8% $0.57 -5.2% - $ 0.76

Overall Performance4 10.7% $1.04 - 4.3% - $ 0.29

Simple un-weighted
Average Performance

10.475% $1.0575 - 4.525% - $ 0.2725

Simple un-weighted
Average Performance
w/o Cleveland

10.7% $1.22 - 4.3% - $ 0.11

Notes:
1. Based on 2009 sales and rent data from individual airport authorities. Passenger data is
derived from the Airport Revenue News Fact Book, 2010.
2. Based on 25 U.S. major airports without a private developer which provided rent figures in
the Airport Revenue News Fact Book, 2010
3. Sales data from Airport Revenue News Fact Book, 2010; Rent data supplied by the Maryland
Aviation Administration.
4. These AirMall results are derived by dividing total rents paid by total concession sales
generated (raw data not reported by the Airport Group), and are not the simple average of the
four individual results. Those simple averages both with and without Cleveland are inserted in

5
In 5 Things to Know About Developers (2008, p. 6), the Airport Group provides a table comparing “Union Prime”

and “BAA” concession worker wages and benefits, with average wages of $9.96 for Prime vs. $8.50 for BAA, annual
wage income of $20,717 for Prime vs. $17,680 for BAA, and 100% of Prime workers being offered medical and
retirement benefits vs. only 43% and 45% for BAA. Furthermore, it is claimed that Prime workers are only required
to pay $29.80 per month in medical premiums, compared to $181.70 for BAA employees.
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the two rows below. Because Cleveland is a very new AirMall facility (see above), it is useful to
omit to see how sensitive those un-weighted results are to its omission.
This argument that there was less rent generated to airports under the developer model than
at non-developer airports was supplemented in a second report in a series on this issue by the
Airport Group. This second report “Sales Not Enough to Justify Lower AirMall Rents (Tibrewal,
2011b) conceded that sales per enplaned passenger in 2009 were greater at Airmall airports
than at non-developer airports, but by only 3.8%, which was inadequate to make up for the
lower rental rates being paid by the concession developer to those AirMall airports.
Furthermore, over the entire period 2003 to 2009, the increase in sales per enplaned
passengers was nearly identical at Airmall developer airports (41.9%) and at “peer” non-
developer airports (42.4%). 6 Given the average 15% of sales paid in rents at the peer airports
compared to the 10.7% average for developer airports cited above in Table 15, the Airport
Group argues that developer airports would need to generate $140 million in concession sales
for every $100 million in non-developer concession sales in order for airports to receive the
same rents (a 40% difference, far In excess of the 3.8% difference experienced in 2009).

A particular more detailed comparison was provided for two airports with very similar enplaned
passengers in 2009: Baltimore-Washington with 10.5 million passengers and with its five year
old concessions program organized by AirMall, compared to Salt Lake City International Airport
with 10.2 million passengers and with its ten year old concessions program managed directly by
the City’s Department of Airports. Concession sales at Baltimore-Washington International
airport were indeed notably higher at $90.07 million, compared to the $72.48 million at the
only slightly less busy Salt Lake City International airport (with only 2.86% fewer passengers it
generated about 20% less concession sales). However, the “portion of sales captured by the
Airport” was only $10.45 million at Baltimore-Washington compared to $10.61 million at SLC (a
difference of about 1.5%).

The AirMall rebuttal to these criticisms is instructive. Mr. Knight of AirMall USA seemingly does
not challenge the Airport Group data, but apparently views them as simply providing an
incomplete picture. In addition to a further elaboration of the success of AirMall concessions
over time at the AirMall airports since replacing the former master concessionaire programs
(see Tables 11, 12 and 13, and the expanded bullet points above on pp 23-24), Mr. Knight
responded by stressing the inadequacy of measuring airport benefits solely by rents received
from concession sales. He argues that expanding concession sales is only “part of the equation
when studying what the airport authority receives in return for partnering with a developer
such as AirMall” (Lumley, 2011). His primary point is that AirMall has made major upfront
investments in the “permanent infrastructure” of those airports it serves (consistent with a key
element of the developer model), and that such improvement in facility amenities saves the
airport authorities from having to make those millions of dollars in investments themselves. In

6
As with the data in Table 15, “peer airports” are defined as the 25 U.S. airports lacking a private developer on the

ARN (Airport Revenue News Fact Book 2010) top 50 performing North American airports list which provided rent
figures. By contrast, the AirMall developer airports for the 41.9% growth rate included Baltimore-Washington,
Boston and Pittsburgh, but not Cleveland, which was not really operational until 2008. . However, the 3.8% figure
for 2009 does include the Cleveland airport in the AirMall sales figure.
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summary, “quite simply, this cannot be overlooked when it comes to what a developer brings
to the table” (Lumley, 2011).

This exchange confirms that the data reported in the Tables above are not particularly in
dispute, but that a full picture of the relative benefits to major North American airports of
shifting to a developer concessions model cannot easily be obtained by examining one or two
easily documented “metrics” (also see the next section). Furthermore, despite the modestly
increasing developer presence at key American airports, the Airport Group observes that in fact
few airports have chosen the developer model, identifying 31 specific instances in which the
developer model has been rejected between 2003 and 2008, including Atlanta Hartsfield-
Jackson International Airport’s rejection of that model for food and beverage concessions for
Concourse E in 2005, and it’s rejection of the developer model for all retail concessions in 2007
(see Airport Group, 5 Things to Know…., 2008, p. 2).

Nevertheless, the Airport Group on behalf of the concession workers union Unite Here
continues to monitor and express concern about the “risks” (arising from what it calls
“workforce stresses”) from potential airport contract turnover, which it labels “major
concession leasing transitions” (Harwell, 2009). The Harwell report distinguishes among ten
“lower risk/regulation airports,” two “moderate risk/previously regulated,” and sixteen “higher
risk/unregulated” airports Atlanta Hartsfield-Jackson is one of the two “moderate risk”
airports (along with Ft. Lauderdale), which is considered to have had protected “labor
harmony” via its RFP from 2008, but which represents some risk via its food concession
contracts pending in 2011 (see p. 7 above).7

The issue of national versus local brands

Regardless of the relative merits of the developer model regarding airport penetration,
concessionaire sales growth, airport rents, infrastructure investments, labor harmony, and
small business turnover, there is little doubt that the AirMall concept has been a highly visible
component of the dramatic changes taking place at North American airports. Reporting on the
2007 Airport Concessions Conference put on by Airports Council International - North American
Chicago in November 2007, Stanley (2008) observes that the main theme was clear: “upgrade
the customer experience” because those customers have increasingly high expectations, are
“demanding variety, healthy options, and [have] an eye on environmental and ethical
concerns”. She reports “the good news is, the current food and retail trends are conducive to
airport concessions.” She quotes Shauna Forsythe, president of Alliance Airport Advertising,
with what was the clear consensus opinion: “Our airports look nothing like they did ten years
ago,” and of course that trend toward change has only strengthened since that conference.

The following important observations were made by Stanley (2008) in summarizing the
concessions conference:

7
In fact, the Atlanta airport announced “package structure strategy” for 2011 and 2012 includes 24 terminal food

and beverage concessionaire spaces, all retail locations (27) in the pending new Maynard H. Jackson International
Terminal (Concourses E and F), covering a total of 126,000 square feet of concessions space
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 As noted above, the average passenger is now spending twice as much time in
airports as only a decade earlier.

 The influx of immigrants and the expansion in international travel has
significantly increased the demand for dining variety and different flavors of food.

 The trend toward localization in airports is likely to continue since it not only
brings local food flavors to passengers, but includes an advertising message about
the city and upgrades the traveler experience.

 People increasingly want to feel good about their choices, “even righteous,” so it
is important to give them “socially and ethically sound choices, as well as healthy
options.” However, there is a limit to healthy eating at airports, since people are
still reluctant to sacrifice flavor for health, and organics, while increasingly
popular in the broader culture, have had a more difficult time succeeding at
airports.

 Making better use of time is key, so it is wise to experiment with offering unusual
airport services like flu shots (introduced at O’Hare in 2007), one-minute
massages, ten-minute manicures.

 The onset of automation and vending continues to grow, with one example being:
the Apple and Motorola automated retail stores by Zoom systems, which took
first place for best new retail concept in North America at the conference.

 In addition to making better use of space via automation and vending, recognizing
that children’s play areas need updating is important – increasingly tech savvy
kids may be happier with video games than larger play spaces., or no play spaces
at all since they are more capable of entertaining themselves with their own
mobile devices.

One of the most important observations made by Stanley, and confirmed by many other
commentators, is that the trend toward more localization in retail shops and restaurants should
not obscure the ongoing importance of having the right national brands. Getting the right mix of
local and national/international brands is clearly complex, and may well vary airport by airport
(Airport Revenue News, 2006). One notable trend at Atlanta Hartsfield-Jackson, as reported by
concessions supervisor Bernard Latimore, has been an increase in the number of new business
owners, especially new international retail operators (Contino, 2011).

Stanley quotes Paul McGinn, president of MarketPlace Development, who identifies four critical
benefits of having well-known national brands at airports: (1) instant recognition; (2) consumer
comfort; (3) consistency; and (4) concession program credibility. McGinn makes the especially
interesting point that even if airports want national brands, not all national brands want to
operate in airports. He identifies the most common problems for national brands operating at
airports: limited space size; the often difficult leasing and development process; and operating
complexities. By contrast, he identifies various strong points regarding national brand airport
operations: high traffic, exposure to core customers, high visibility, captive customers, and
predictable buying patterns.

Furthermore, the concessionaire model that works best with national brands may well vary with
the degree of enthusiasm those brands already have for operating in airports. For example,
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McGinn believes that a direct leasing approach works best for national brands that already have
airports as part of their business strategy, since national brands want to work from good locations
with correctly sized spaces, possible co-tenancy and shared risk. By contrast, to attract national
brands who normally shun airports, he recommends a master concession operator approach
whereby the national brand can have a license agreement with the concession operator to help
market the brand into a particular airport, and operate it for them relying upon the existing
expertise of the concession operator.

What is actually known about the optimal mix of national versus local brands in airport
concessions? The San Francisco International Airport (SFO), with its domestic terminals now
operating with direct concession leases, is known for having the highest per enplanement food
and beverage sales in the country, identified as $6.58 as of 2008, with Boston in fourth place at
$5.77, Seattle in ninth place with $5.52 and Denver in tenth place with $5.50 (see Levine, 2009,
also citing Wall Street Journal Magazine: Smart Money, November 2008). Levine (the Chief
Operations Officer for Tastes on the Fly) identifies “an extreme case of sense of place” as the
reason for the SFO success, with the new International Terminal being launched with 100% local
operators, domestic terminals also renovated with a more local emphasis, and a concerted
marketing campaign to stress the “restaurants of SF” in contrast to food courts. Bruce Boudreau
(Director, Jacobs Consultancy, who worked with the San Francisco Airport when it restructured
its domestic terminals to direct concession leases) observes that n the specialty retail category,
national brands typically generated from 50% to 100% of airport concession revenues, but that
national brands are much less important in the food and beverage category (Airport Revenue
News, 2006). He also cites the SFO as an example of the importance of local brands in food and
beverage concessions, claiming that 80% of such revenues are local and only 20% national. He
recognizes, however, that San Francisco is somewhat unique in being particularly “dense with
multiculturalism and many independent restaurants,” but that it has also been especially good at
cultivating its Disadvantaged Business Enterprise (DBE) program and also in hiring professional
retailers.

But even Levine of Tastes on the Fly, while lauding the SFO for its success in exploiting
localization in its airport restaurants, identifies a “sense of place” as only one of four overall keys
to success in the food and beverage category at airports, with the others being “a restaurateur
mentality,” “a desire to be innovative,” and “a balance of local and global brands.” Airport
Revenue News (2006) reports that while some big name brands do not succeed at airports, others
definitely do, and that Concessions International (CI, which has always had a huge presence in
Atlanta, see p. 5 above) has 13 national brands in airports, with $9 million annual sales from
Wendy’s and $5 million from Houlihan’s in 2005.8 In fact, the CI experience seems to have
been that “national brands greatly outperform non-brands” and that well-known brands are
capable of providing “predictability, quality and comfort” - factors that are also cited by another
concessionaire, HMSHost (Host) as being vital to success (Airport Revenue News, 2006). But
the clear consensus is that national branded programs are not the best option for every airport,
and may not be supported by sufficiently high enplanement levels which are required to support

8
Airport Revenue News also quotes Concessions International president Anthony Joseph as explaining the

company’s partnerships with national companies as typically being franchise agreements with specialized
negotiated provisions. But with newer “emerging brands” or those choosing not to develop a franchise system,
the usual arrangement is a licensing contract “according to agreed specifications.”
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such systems and the costs linked to having many national brands, and that even if enplanements
are high enough, an excessive focus on national brands undermines the important role that
airports play as “regional showcases” (Airport Revenue News, 2006, citing Lisa Strollo, Senior
Vice President of Merchandising, Hudson).

While one would prefer to identify a magic formula for airport concessionaire success, Bruce
Boudreau of Jacobs Consultancy seems to sum up the consensus regarding the absence of a
dominant ratio of national to local brands, especially across both retail and food and beverage
segments, when he says:

“It’s all over the place. Some airports have no national brands. Some are heavily
nationally branded. Depending on the age and the layout of the airport it can be tough to
get national brands in parts where traffic is dispersed and there are multiple security
locations. In larger markets you can say there are a lot of good local concepts, and the
bigger the market, the more potential, but in other cases local may mean local ownership
so a national franchise works well for them. If they’re more concerned with local
ownership including DBE participation, getting a national brand with local ownership is
better” (Airport Revenue News, 2006).

But experts seem to agree that there has been a slowdown in the national brands trend, especially
in specialty retail, where buying products from the Gap or Brookstone just does not seem like a
compelling activity away from home (see Contino, 2011, and Airport Revenue News, 2006). Of
course, “specialty retail” should not be assumed identical to some unique local business concept.
For example, Rosetta Stone has an increasing presence at the Atlanta airport, where the key
innovation is the attempt to sell up to 23 different foreign language software programs costing an
average $295, hardly a typical spontaneous purchase while killing time waiting for a flight
(Contino, 2011, pp. 5-6).

At least when it comes to food, it seems that localization is increasingly getting the upper hand,
especially when it comes to visibility and publicity. For example, USA Today asked Frommer’s
Travel Guides to identify the ten best restaurants at U.S. airports, and only one of the ten was a
nationally known brand (Legal Sea Foods, which has three restaurants in three different
terminals at Boston Logan, although only the one in Terminal C has the “traditional” version of
that restaurant; see Stoller, 2011). For the record, Stoller (2011) identifies the ten in
alphabetical order by airport as:

1) Atlanta: One Flew South (Terminal E)
2) Baltimore: Obrycki’s (Gate B-11)
3) Boston: Legal Sea Foods (operating as Legal Test Kitchen in Terminal A; Legal

C Bar in Terminal B, and Legal Sea Foods in Terminal C)
4) Chicago O’Hare: Tortas Frontera (Terminal 1)
5) New York JFK: Deep Blue Sushi (Terminal 5)
6) New York LaGuardia: Custom Burgers by Pat LaFrieda (Delta Terminal)
7) Los Angeles: Encounter at LAX (center of airport before security)
8) Minneapolis: Ike’s Food and Cocktails (at the Mall near Concourse E)
9) Raleigh: 42nd Street Oyster Bar (Terminal 2)
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10) Seattle: Ivar’s (central terminal)

Two of those restaurants are linked to the AirMall concept discussed above (Obrycki’s at
Baltimore-Washington, and Legal C Bar in Boston), and Airport World (2011) especially lauds
Obrycki’s Crab House (an 80 seat restaurant opened at the BWI in 2008) as a well-known and
very popular seafood proprietor in Baltimore with a reputation for high quality, that increased
sales at BWI in its first year of operation by $0.5 million compared to the previous tenant in that
space. In fact, AirMall (AIRMALL ®) has also won other honors, with its Pittsburgh
concessions winning first place among all U.S. airports in the food, shops, and amenities
category in Conde Nast Traveler’s 12th Annual Business Travel Awards, and Conde Nast had
consistently given AIRMALL at PIT high marks (Allegheny County Airport Authority, 2009).
AirMall USA has also been innovative with the introduction at BWI of “two new airside
concepts,” Be Relax (a massage facility also offering beauty services), and Jamba Juice (Knevitt,
Moodie Report, 2011).

Finally, what comparisons can be made regarding the concessions at the five busiest airports in
the United States (Atlanta ATL; Chicago O’Hare ORD; Los Angeles LAX; Dallas-Fort Worth
DFW; and Denver DEN)? While none of these airports is operating under the developer model
(and none are formally using the AirMall concept), all of them reflect in varying degrees the
changes that characterize contemporary airport concessions. Table 16 highlights important
features of concessions at each airport.

Table 16
Summary of Concessions at Top Five American Airports

Airport Model * Street Price Sales Per
Enplanement

2007 *

Latest Sales /
Enplanement

Total
Locations

Mix of
Concessions/Other

Information

ATL MP
CI = prime

Yes;
unclear
enforcing**

$7.15 NA > 200;
(153 1);

263
(Airport

Fact
Sheet)

46.4% of 153 companies
are restaurants, cafes or
bars; 53.6% retail. 1 From
Airport Fact Sheet: 114
F&B; 90 retail and
convenience; 3 duty free;
56 service centers
including banks; 230,000
sq. ft.

ORD D+P
Host
Marriott =
prime

Yes, at least
for F&B #

$7.86 $9.63 (2010);
$6.69 F&B
only #

171# 118,465 sq. ft; 62%
stores = F&B; 15.8% =
specialty retail; 16.4% =
news/gifts; 5.8% = duty
free/services

LAX D+P
Host Intl.
Camacho

No *** $8.62 $8.983 1403 55% F&B; 45% Retail
based on LAX
spreadsheet listing 2003-
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Ventures;
Delaware
North =
prime2

2008

DFW Direct Yes + 10% * $7.52 $7.77 (goal
$10 with
new
concessions);
Terminal A;
$12 Terminal
D (2010)4

136* 5.4% full serve
restaurants; 30.6% quick
serve restaurants; 6.3%
bars; 20.7% news/gift;
36.9% specialty gift.*
Terminal A now has 13
local brands and 20
national brands; local
brands might fall to 5 (25
proposals rejected) with
new Terminal A; new
brands = Qdoba,
Mexican Grill, Salt Lick
Bar-B-Que,Juicy Couture,
Twisted Root (local) and
Cowboys Stadium
Legends Club 4

DEN
(DIA)

Direct Yes, + 10%
##

$8.47 2010: $7.98
Concourse A;
$9.16;
Concourse B;
$7.17
Concourse C;
$1.44
Terminal 5

>140** 167,457 sq. ft.; includes
Brookstone, Radio Road,
Rocky Mountain
Chocolate, Timberline
Steakhouse, New
Belgium Hub **

Notes: Model terminology: MP = multiple prime concessionaire; D+P = Direct contract plus
multiple prime concessionaire; Direct = Direct or Standard Leasing; CI = Concessionaires
International
Street pricing (called “Regular Mall Prices: Guaranteed” at AirMall airports, none of which are in
Table 16) is the stated policy that airport concession prices will be no higher, or at least no
more than x% higher than for similar products outside the airport In the surrounding metro
area. It is unclear how effectively these policies are enforced, and they are sometimes actively
resisted by airport concessionaires (see, Berry, 2008; O’Malley, 2009).
1 The Hartsfield-Jackson Concession Brochure (2011) claims more than 200 concession
locations; a count of the listed “shops and restaurants” (excluding car rental offices) sums to
153, but some have multiple locations, which accounts for the discrepancy.
2 Based on the latest contracts just signed in June 2011; see Zahniser (2011).
3Estimated from LAX spreadsheet reports on concession revenues 2003-2008.
4 See Star-Telegram.com (May 2011)
5 Denver International Airport (2011)
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* Data from Jacobs Consultancy (2008), slide 3, 5, or 21
Other sources: **Contino (2011); # Chicago Department of Aviation (2011); ##City and County
of Denver, Department of Aviation (2007); ***Engle (2010)

North American airport concessions are changing rapidly, with every one of the major airports
in Table 16 in some stage of transition and re-evaluation of their concession programs. Atlanta
Hartsfield-Jackson is a key participant in this revolution, earning the prestige of being awarded
in March 2011 the Airport Revenue News “Best Airport and Concessionaire Award for 2011.” It
also received the “Best Concessions Program Design Award” in the large airport category for
the second consecutive year, as well as the “Best Concessions Customer Service Award” for
2011. Its press release announcing these awards cited in particular certain changes over the
past two years such as the introduction of national upscale retailers such as Sean Jean, Lacoste,
Brooks Brothers, and Ermenegildo Zegna, and technology stores such as Techshowcase and
Blackberry from Wireless Giant (the first at any airport). Local regionally identified branding
seems to have played little role in this recent success.

Major changes have clearly been needed in Atlanta, since as documented in Table 16 and above
in Figure 1 (Section 1), Hartsfield-Jackson has lagged its chief competitors in generating
concession sales per passenger enplanement. It also seems to significantly lag other major
airports in the transparency of its concession data reporting. It is the only airport in Table 16
for which no reasonably current data seem available on total sales per passenger enplanement,
data that is customarily reported as part of concession brochure information or easily
accessible spreadsheet records at other major airports. While it is true that one can diligently
search the City of Atlanta budget data to obtain to obtain the Department of Aviation Annual
Report, in which “Total Concessions” revenue are reported under “Non-Airline Revenues.” But
those revenues are apparently only the rental payments received from concessionaires. Such
data are very useful and they reveal a compound annual growth rate of 6.62% between 2001
and 2010, and 6.04% from 2007 to 2010. But it is seemingly impossible to uncover the gross
sales revenues being generated, and there is certainly no available data by Concourse (or
individual concessionaire), or broken down by category (retail vs. food and beverage, e.g.), in
contrast to other airports for which at least some of those very detailed data are available.

 The Denver International Airport reports the following data for both 2009 and
2010 for each of its three concourses plus the terminal: total enplanements, and
total sales, sales per enplanement, and sales per square foot of concession space
for each of three separate categories (food and beverage, retail and services).

 The Los Angeles International Airport made available in May of 2009 a detailed
spreadsheet documenting gross concession receipts and square footage for each
concession facility from 2003-through 2008 identified by company name,
terminal location, and type (F&B vs. retail)

 The Chicago Department of Aviation makes publicly available the following
combined 2010 data for Terminals 1, 2 and 3 for each of five categories (F&B,
News/Gifts, Specialty Retail; Duty Free, and Services): Number of stores; Area in
square feet; total dollar sales; sales per enplanement; and sales per square foot.
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 Dallas-Fort Worth hired the Jacobs Consultancy to generate a very detailed
report about its concession operations (as well as useful comparison data about
other airports), and includes as part of its Concessionaire Forum (June 20, 2011)
the following data: a concession sales growth update for May 2011 for each of
the following food categories: pizza, sit down dining, coffee, ice-cream/yogurt;
deli; fast-food; snacks, bar, and other quick serve; as wells as each of the
following retail categories: spa, duty free, convenience store, newsstand,
specialty retail, and kiosks. It also provides aggregated data by concourse, and
overall F&B and retail, and also provides a day to day trend line for May 2011
comparing Terminal A and Terminal C documenting the effects of flight
movements from Terminal A to Terminal C, and the effect of closures in Terminal
A, as Terminal A is being renovated (see Table 16 above).

By contrast, Atlanta provides no such data in its own Concessionaire Brochures, or in
presentations to prospective concessionaires (such as the one held in early 2011), and the only
data that could be found regarding current total gross concession sales was the claimed $336
million in “annual revenue” obtained from “managing a 250 location concession program” that
was part of the LinkedIn profile for Paul Brown, when serving as Director of Concessions at
Hartsfield-Jackson International Airport.

The effects of ongoing technological change

In addition to the trends identified above, this sub-section briefly highlights several points:

 Ongoing technological improvements are allowing ever-expanding self-service
kiosks to sell specialty retail. ZoomSystems has been especially prominent, and
Atlanta has exploited this trend, perhaps in part because SITA/Air Transport
World self-service surveys have shown Atlanta airport travelers especially
supportive of self-service technology compared to passengers in airports like
Beijing, Frankfurt, Moscow, Mumbai, Johannesburg and Sao Paolo. This also
extends to on-line check in, with a frequency that has increased from 29% to
72% from 2009 to 2010, and with 57% of those interviewed already using either
kiosks or mobile devices to check-in (SITA and Air Transport World, 2010).

 Mobile devices have created greatly expanded potential for two-way dialogue
with customers, and real –time advertising and information transmission linked
to the locations of passengers within airports and specific concession facilities,
sometimes called “proximity marketing” (see e.g., Cook, 2008).

 While much of the self-service trend is focused on specialty retailing, it can also
be exploited to sell higher quality foods and beverages, even in the face of a
parallel tend toward higher quality sit-down dining within airports.

 Ongoing improvements in cooking facility technology is allowing for the
preparation of higher quality and more diversified food options within the
normally more constrained spaces available for airport concession dining.
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V. Conclusions

The discussion above has documented the important issues and trends affecting airport
concessions, and we can expect to see the further development of wine bars, specialty retail
and services from massages and spas to immunizations, banks and post offices. Some airports
have revolutionized their look and appeal with the AIRMALL concept (e.g., Pittsburgh,
Baltimore-Washington, Boston, and Cleveland), some with a dramatic shift to localization (San
Francisco), and others with an upgrading of national brands and innovative high tech retail
(Denver in process, and Atlanta). According to Jacobs Consultancy, 10 of 23 surveyed airports
in 2008 claimed to have a policy of “street pricing plus 10%,” 9 claimed to enforce street pricing
with no markup (called Regular Mall Prices – Guaranteed” by AirMall USA), and only 4 claimed
to have no explicit pricing policy. Yet, Jacobs Consultancy also observes that “we believe
airport industry pricing policies are inconsistently enforced, particularly airports claiming ‘true
street pricing’” (2008, slide 20).

As a result of enhanced security at worldwide airports, the average time spent by air travelers
within the confines of airport terminals has more than doubled in ten years, and the average
airline traveler is highly educated and with relatively high income. The tolerance of airport
visitors for shoddy service, mediocre shopping options, and excessively high prices has
dramatically declined, and as airports face the vicissitudes of fluctuating airline fuel prices and
macroeconomic turmoil, the necessity of improving their non-aeronautical revenues has
become obvious. While the adoption of the developer model as the exclusive approach to
concession management has been slow and controversial (despite some high profile successes),
no major airport today relies upon the “opposite approach” of a single master concessionaire.
The most common approach is a combination of models, especially joining multiple prime
concessionaires with direct/standard leasing, with a common approach being one model in one
terminal or concourse, and another model elsewhere. A number of important airports use
some combination of all three: multiple concessionaires, direct leasing, and developers.

With the optimal mix of national and local brands varying with airport size and unique regional
characteristics, and with the necessity of injecting more competition and reasonable pricing
into airport concessions while still being able to attract ever higher quality operators in an
environment of rapid technological change and labor relations challenges, no airport operator
can afford to rely on some of the failed practices of the past. Airport concessions were often
viewed at best as stable, but uninspiring revenue sources for airport expansion revenue bonds,
and at worst as political plums to be allocated to cronies and political supporters. Staying
ahead of the curve in airport concession management has become, by contrast, one of the
most dynamic challenges facing managers in the early 21st century economy.
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